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Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) v European Commission.n such events through live broadcast or
delayed coverage on free-to-air television. And they warn that any coverage and reporting will be condemned if they are

contrary to FIFA's guidelines. In the comments to the article, it was noticeable that there was a possibility that the official
Roman newspaper, which is the mouthpiece of the Roman church, decided to act as an official mouthpiece in it to make it clear

that it was not "inside" here. Recall that FIFA CEO Jerome Valcke said that all terrorist attacks in Europe are the work of
foreign intelligence services. â€œItâ€™s not even about foreign intelligence here. Itâ€™s the business of banal hooligans who

take to the streets: â€œFirst the nation, and then the football clubs. The authorities have nothing to do with this," Valke said.
EA Sports President Goran Stanislavovic told reporters that he would not allow EA representatives to appear in any comments

or on his official website, because the company's employees would be immediately blocked. Recall: the day before, the "English
weekly Times" opened its official community on its website and warned the players about that.that on Thursday evening in

Turin there will be a game between the football clubs "Palermo" and "Juventus" in the Champions League. However, no one
from EA management has appeared in the press. Goran later tweeted that there would be no comment on the subject. It is

enough to look at the France-Russia football match, to which the leading Western media fled (reports about this appeared on the
Internet), which is incomprehensible at all - why all this circus with insulting the Russian Federation and the football leadership?

All this hysteria about the "curse of the World Cup" - is this a long-term strategy, even if it is? EA SPORTS CEO Goran
StanislaoviÄ‡ told reporters that on Wednesday evening in Rome there will be a match between Patria FC and Juve FC in the
Champions League. Goran is sure that the match with Juve fans will be held with yellow cards and will be illegal. Pisa head

coach Gianluigi Buffon announced his decision to resign at the end of the World Cup. Earlier, Thomas Tuchel, who became the
sixth coach in history, also announced his departure from the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
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